Introduction
While global competition in the manufacturing is ever growing and highly diversified, the need for methods to rapidly and cost-effectively develop products and supporting software including design, process planning, enterprise resource planning, and supply chain management is becoming urgent. The production engineering process for a manufacturing task typically materializes into a multidisciplinary, inter-organizational project. The vision called digital production engineering has been employed to achieve the cooperation among independently operating enterprises.
In terms of digital production engineering, one of the most important issues is reliable and large-scale interoperation among partners and their information systems. Flexible electronic data interchange mechanism is necessary to enable businesses to communicate efficiently over the Internet. However the seamless data interchange between multiple partners is hindered by two obstacles [1] [2]. One is the syntactical level. Partners might use different data encoding formats like 3D construction data in UG and CATIA. On the other hand, the different tool interfaces and views lead to semantic heterogeneity. The varying domain knowledge and overlapping views on the same manufacturing process lead to an incompatible gap. These obstacles result in longer product developing times and cause enormous costs.
This paper proposes an ontological [3] and multi-agent collaborative manufacturing platform, which aims to integrate existing IT tools collaborating partners used in a single environment to communicate efficiently. A scalable platform infrastructure is presented in section 2. Section3 provides a cooperated process of agents and is followed in Section 4 with communication based on ontology.
Platform Infrastructure
Figure1 represents the infrastructure of our collaborative manufacturing platform in terms of its agents. Conceptually, they reside on four distinct levels of abstraction. The first level is the "Environment Level", in which a variety of domain application tools are involved, such as design, enterprise resource planning, shop floor control, engineering computing and product data management. The portal is used to provide a unified view for users, which can increase productivity because users no longer have to access multiple applications independently. Instead, they receive a comprehensive view across all systems and agents in a visually consistent format.
The second level is the "Agent Cooperative Level". Manufacturers and suppliers are transparent of the underlying processes and computing environments by MAS architecture. Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) Reference Model [5] is chosen as software standards specifications for heterogeneous and interacting agents and agent based systems. There are six kinds of agents in the platform.
(1) User Agent: interacts with users, knowledge consumer, constituting the user's intelligent gateway into the platform. Knowledge of the architecture common domain models (ontologies) is used to assist the user in formulating queries and in displaying agents' computing results.
(2) Wrapper Agent: can dynamically interface with a software system. It provides a kind of wrapper mechanism [6] used in legacy system which can translates the commands contained in ACL (Agent Communication Language) messages into operations to invoke applications enumerated in the environment level, as well as capturing application specific data and translating it into ACL messages.
(3) Task Agent: coordinates process of user requests, tracks out the process and performs control for error. Schedule Task Agent is in charge of splitting up the production engineering process into independent tasks. Resource Matching Task Agent delegates the task to the appropriate resource agents or wrapper agents. Monitoring Task Agent can inspect results.
(4) Facilitator Agent: provides a "yellow page" directory service for all agents. Each agent must advertise its descriptions (such as location, name, and the language it speaks) and the services it offers to the Facilitator Agent. Based on these information, it can responds to queries from other agents as to where to route their specific requests.
(5) Resource Agent: makes information and knowledge contained in databases, called generalized knowledge repository, available for retrieval and update. It can answer and translate the queries expressed in ACL into a language consistent with the information sources (like SQL). It also translates the results of the query into a form understood by other agents.
(6) Ontology Management Agent: performs ontology operations. Ontology acts as a systematic vocabulary to explicitly state and exchange meaning of terminologies of applications, which supports an effective way for knowledge sharing, reuse and integration. The Ontology Management Agent provides a mapping from the common ontology to the schema and language native to certain agent represented.
The third level is the "Transaction Level", which provides agents with FIPA standard message exchange interaction protocols, speech act and content language representations, like RIP (Request Interaction Protocol) and QIP (Query Interaction Protocol).Also this level provide users to develop and deploy their agents.
Finally, "Ontology Level" consists of various domain ontologies, which are formal descriptions of a domain, used tools, underlying data models and expert experiences, etc. We extend ACL messages data schema with a semantic markup to allow accurate and unambiguous content. Ontology Management Agent is connected to one domain ontology and imposes concepts and relationships on other agents in need.
Agent Configuration
Though the agents are classified into multiple types by their functionalities, each one has uniform logic structure shown in figure2. Each agent consists of six parts: knowledge base, perception, action, communication, decision-making, and inner-state.
Knowledge base stores the knowledge needed for collaborative problem solving, which may be given beforehand relied on the organization roles of agents. Perception module gets facts and state information of outer environments and stores in facts-base of knowledge base. Communication module interacts and cooperates with other agents by FIPA-ACL language. According to the external environmental situation, agent's own internal state (stored in inner-state module) and others' requests, decision-making module will reason by knowledge base module, and then determine the current content of action and communication. Action module makes the appropriate action under the command passed by decision-making module. We choose JADE (Java Agent development framework) [7] as agents' development tool by using objects in JADE to express the specific modules. For example, perception module in the agent includes the function IsRunning, which has one property reagent that inquire other agents' states. It can be achieved as the instance of PredictateSchema class(see Figure3). 
Cooperating Process
On the whole when the Wrapper Agent receives a task request, it gets necessary information and knowledge (such as previous design cases) from the Resource Agent. Based on these, it computes some parameters value and embeds them into operation commands on the underlying applications. The reassembling results will return to users via the User Agent. The procedure is almost automatically processed because of negotiation and cooperation between agents. That means a deal of repetitive, routine but time-consuming engineering tasks can be automatically done instead of engineers, whose role is to input the specifications and make the important selections and decisions. (1) The user inputs a task request into the platform, as well as ontology he used, from User Agent with Portal.
(2) The User Agent translates the request into the terms of ACL messages (contained ontology information) and passes it to the Task Agent for processing.
(3) The Task Agent decomposes the request into an ordered set of sub-requests and inquires the Facilitator Agent about agent's name who can achieve the sub-requests (3.1). The Facilitator Agent then checks the registered Wrapper Agents for meeting requirements based on their advertisements at initialization and returns the right ones (including name, location and so on ) to the Task Agent(3.2). The latter will pass sub-requests to these agents respectively (3.3).
PredicateSchema isRunningschema=new PredicateSchema(ISRUNNING); add(isRunningSchema, IsRurming.class); isRunningSchema.add(ISRUNNING_REAGENT ， receiverSchema ， Objectsehema.OPTIONAL); (4) Similar with step(3) the Wrapper Agent may gets relevant the Resource Agent from the Facilitator Agent who can offer needed information and knowledge for completing the sub-request , and sends query to it ( in ACL message format) (4.1).The Resource Agent constructs SQL queries or other type queries varied with schemas in generalized knowledge repository based on the ACL message's contents, searching the concerning resources for needed information and knowledge(4.2). After obtaining the querying results, it returns them to the Wrapper Agent(4.3).
(5) The Wrapper Agent composes gained information and knowledge, computing parameter values and invoking underlying software for through an API (5.1). After capturing application specific data (e.g. analyzed results from Matabele), it encapsulates the result into an internal format, passing to the User Agent (5.2).
(6) The User Agent translates fit the Wrapper Agent's result together, and converts the result into understandable formats to user for checking.
Communication Pattern
To shorten development cycles and increase numbers of variants in a product family, exchanging data with each other partners are supported electronically. Message generated by one agent is necessary to correspond to the expected input format of other agents. Besides encoding formats converter, semantic conflicts [3] [8] are unavoidable when different terms express the same concepts or identical terms for different concepts. We introduce the ontology as reference model which define explicit and common understanding of concepts and their relationships on different manufacturing phases.
Exchange of information and knowledge between agents are achieved through ACL messages. But ACL provides only syntax to encode messages without specifying terms' semantics contained in messages contents. The key idea is to represent the accurate meaning of the message by terms/concepts of chosen domain ontology. The ontology provides a common vocabulary or lexicon and the relations between terms, which enable agents share the commonly agreed understanding. As an example (see Figure5), let us consider two partners (Partner A and B) that need to exchange geometrical data concerning a mechanical component designed by partner A. There is used ontology information in messages' data schema. AgentB in manufacture domain can translate messages sent by AgentA into its acquainted format by mappings between different ontologies. So PartnerB can capture real meanings of contents in exchanged message to avoid semantics conflicts during negotiation. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have described multi agent platform supporting collaborative product development in digital production engineering environment. Moreover, we have introduced ontology technical infrastructure for the exchange of heterogeneous data between cooperating agents, which increases traditional platform automatization and interoperability. In the future we plan to lucubrate on the ontology model for digital production engineering and combine it with technologies of the Semantic Web Service.
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